Measurements of the profiles of resonantly scattered hydrogen Lyman-alpha coronal radiation have been used to determine hydrogen kinetic temperatures from 1.5 to 4 R e from Sun center in a polar region of the corona observed in 1980 at solar maximum. Hydrogen temperatures derived from the line profiles decrease with height from 1.2 x 10 6 K at r = 1.5 R e to 0.6 x 10 6 K at r = 4 R Q . Comparison of the measured kinetic temperatures with the predictions of a semiempirical two-fluid model suggests that there is a small amount of proton heating or nonthermal contribution or both to the motions of coronal protons between 1.5 and 4 R Q . The widths of the profiles place an upper limit of 110 ± 15 km s -1 on the rms magnitude of the line-of-sight component of velocities (thermal plus nonthermal) between r = 2.8 and 4 R 0 in the observed region. The outward energy flux, including the mechanical energy flux contributed by MHD waves, was estimated and used to predict flow velocities at 1 AU. If densities typically measured in situ in the solar wind near the ecliptic are applicable to polar flows, then the observed polar region is more likely to have been a source of lowspeed than high-speed wind.
I. INTRODUCTION Measurements of resonantly scattered spectral line radiation and electron-scattered white light radiation from the corona can be used as a means of probing conditions in the outer corona where presently available information is very limited. Improved knowledge of the physical conditions there (temperatures, densities, and mass flow velocities) is critical to the development of an understanding of the physical state of the solar corona and the physical mechanisms responsible for coronal heating, solar wind acceleration, and the transport of mass, momentum, and energy. In a series of three rocket flights in 1979, 1980, and 1982 , a pair of coronagraphic instruments, a UV coronal spectrometer and a broad-band white light coronagraph, sampled several solar regions out to approximately 4 R 0 from Sun center. The present paper reports results of a detailed analysis of the 1980 measurements of H i Lya line profiles acquired in a polar region. A companion paper by Munro et al. (1985, hereafter Paper II) , discusses the analysis of the white light and Lya intensity data.
II. OBSERVATIONS
The objective of the 1980 rocket flight was to acquire Lya UV and broad-band white light measurements in conjunction with the 1980 February 16 total eclipse of the Sun. The UV and white light measurements were obtained with an instrument package carried above the UV absorbing region of the terrestrial atmosphere by a Nike-boosted Black Brandt V sounding rocket. The UV instrument used to measure the Lya line profiles consists of a 75 cm Ebert-Fastie scanning spectrometer with a photoelectric detection system, an off-axis parabolic primary mirror with a 47.4 cm focal length, and an occulting system which employs a rectangular entrance aperture with knife edges and an internal straight edge occulter. The spectral resolution (FWHM) is 0.35 Â, as determined from laboratory measurements before and after the rocket flight. Further information on the instrument is given by Kohl, Reeves, and Kirkham (1978) . The white light coronagraph in the rocket payload provided photographic observations of the intensity and polarization of the electron-scattered white light corona. Additional white light data were provided by a camera which photographed the corona from the ground from India during the solar eclipse that preceded the rocket flight from White Sands, NM by 6.5 hr. Figure 1 shows the observed region of the corona as photographed by the High Altitude Observatory eclipse camera. The small rectangles beyond the South Pole of the Sun mark the positions of the UV spectrometer slit for the observations at 1.5, 2.5, and 3.0 R e from Sun center. At distances r > 1.5 R 0 , the structure in the polar region appears to be radial or nearly radial ; thus for simplicity we assumed radial geometry in the analysis discussed below. The white light measurements were used to determine electron densities in the observed region (see Paper II). The density derived for r = 1.5 R 0 is about a factor of 2 smaller than those in the quiet regions near solar maximum, but a factor of about 3 larger than those in "classic" polar coronal holes such as the 1973 region studied by Munro and Jackson (1977) . Hence, the densities in this 1980 polar region represent an intermediate case between "quiet" or unstructured regions and " classic " very low density coronal holes. Because of the lack of a clear definition as to whether or not a region of intermediate density is a coronal hole, we will refer to the observed region as a polar region.
The Lya and white light intensity measurements provide empirical constraints on the outflow velocities in the corona. Paper II shows that the intensity measurements from the 1980 324 polar region indicate that the flow velocities in the observed region were subsonic for r < 4 R 0 . The model which best fits the data is one in which the flow velocity increases with increasing radius to a value of ~ 100 km s -1 at rae4 R 0 . Given the densities determined for the 1980 polar region, this corresponds to a particle flux N p Vr 2 = 1.3 x 10 13 s -\ where r is in solar radii. A particle flux of this magnitude is consistent with values typically measured at 1 AU in the ecliptic (N p Vr 2 = 1.8 ± 1.1 x 10 13 s" 1 , Feldman et al. 1977) . (Note that our measurements were in a polar region.) Figure 2 shows H i Lya profiles (points) measured from 0'6 x 4Í0 spatial elements at p = 1.5, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 R Q . The parameter p is the distance measured in solar radii from Sun center to the point where the line of sight intersects the plane of the solar disk. The spectrometer scanned across Lya in steps of 0.00715 Â, a value much smaller than the instrumental Fig. 2. -Comparison of measured (points) and theoretical Lya profiles. The upper and lower error bars give the statistical uncertainties near line center and in the wing of the measured profiles. The curves passing through the points are calculated profiles which include the geocoronal absorption/emission and which have been convolved with the instrumental profile and a sliding mean taken (see text). The curves with higher (p = 1.5) and lower (p = 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5) central intensities than the observations are profiles calculated assuming there is no geocoronal absorption/emission. The theoretical solar profile for p = 1.5 has been blueshifted by 0.06 Â (corresponding to a Doppler shift of ~15 km s -1 ) to improve the fit. Given the magnitude of the statistical fluctuations in the measured points, this apparent difference in central wavelengths of the solar and geocoronal components cannot be considered significant. Table 1 ). The empirical profiles plotted in Figure 2 were obtained by adding together the appropriate scans. In order to improve the statistical accuracy of the empirical intensities given in this figure, we plotted "sliding means" at intervals of 0.00715 Â, where the intensity at each position is an average over N steps of the spectrometer grating, with Af = 14 (corresponding to ~0.1 Â) for the scans at p = 1.5 and 2.5 and AT = 43 (~0 3 Â) for the scans at p = 3.0 and 3.5. Table 1 gives the number of spectral line scans made at each spatial position, the measured intensity, the intensity of the geocoronal component contributing to the measured intensity, and the intensity and width of the solar component (l/e halfwidth, i.e., about 0.6 FWHM). The uncertainties given for the solar intensities include the uncertainty due to imperfect knowledge of the intensity of the geocoronal contribution to the measured intensities, uncertainty in the correction for a small amount of background noise and stray light, and uncertainty due to counting statistics. The dominant source of uncertainty is the correction for the geocoronal emission/ absorption (see the Appendix). Not included in the assigned uncertainties is the uncertainty in the photometric calibration of the UV instrument, estimated to be ±12%.
The uncertainties for the line widths are based on how well each line profile could be fitted with theoretical profiles. The latter were calculated by (1) adding together a Gaussian solar profile with the integrated intensity of the solar component of the observed emission and a narrow (A2 ä 0.019 Â) profile with the integrated intensity of the geocoronal component, (2) convolving the resulting profile with the instrumental function, and (3) taking a sliding mean identical to that performed for the empirical data. Included in the uncertainties given for the line widths is that due to the uncertainty in the intensity of the geocoronal emission/absorption.
III. EMPIRICAL CONSTRAINTS ON CORONAL TEMPERATURES
The Lya profiles provide a measurement of the H i velocity distribution function in the line-forming region. The theoretical curves used to fit the profiles (see Fig. 2 ) assumed a Gaussian shape to the solar component of the Lya profile. Given that the resonantly scattered radiation from a plasma with a Maxwellian velocity distribution function yields Gaussian profiles, the profile fits in Figure 2 suggest that at each of the observed spatial positions the observed Lya profiles are consistent with the plasma having a Maxwellian velocity distribution (cf. Withbroe et al. 1982a) . Table 2 gives the resulting rms velocities associated with the measured line widths. Since coronal resonantly scattered radiation from a gas with a given v rms produces a slightly narrower profile than predicted by the Doppler expression Á2 = hv rm~/ c, we have corrected for this effect (see Withbroe et al. 1982a ). These velocities correspond to particle or plasma motions occurring on spatial scales much smaller than the path length over which the Lya line is formed. The second column in the table gives <r>, the mean radius of line formation calculated from the density model derived from the white light observations.
The rms velocities given in Table 2 provide upper limits on the magnitude of the rms velocities caused by mass motions in the direction of the line-of-sight due to turbulence or waves or both in the observed region. The upper limit found (by assuming no significant thermal contribution to the line width), 110 ± 15 km s -1 for 2.8 < r < 4 R ö , applies to both acoustic waves and MHD waves. MHD waves, such as Alfvén waves, which propagate via motions of the magnetic field lines, do not directly influence the motions of the neutral hydrogen atoms scattering the Lya radiation. However, they do affect the motions of protons which are " frozen " to the field lines. The motions of hydrogen atoms should be strongly coupled to those of the protons in the observed region. That is, the two particle species should have nearly identical velocity distribution functions, provided that in the observed region the hydrogen-proton thermalization time t Hp is much shorter than the coronal expansion time and the wave-plasma interaction time. The coronal expansion time (t cxp = [{V/N)dN/dr']~1) is the time for a parcel of gas to flow through a "density scale height" (cf. Hundhausen 1972) . The wave-plasma interaction time t w is defined here as the time for a parcel of gas to move through a "wave amplitude scale height." (Since we are interested in the velocity amplitude of the waves, not their phase, the period of the waves is not a critical time scale here.) The wave amplitude öv 2 varies as N~b, where the magnitude of b (<1) depends on the type of wave and whether or not it is dissipating; thus we obtain t w = T exp /fr > T exp . In the observed region t Hp « T exp (see Withbroe et al. 1982a) ; hence one would expect the motions of the hydrogen atoms to reflect the effects of waves on the motions of the protons.
The Lya profiles also provide information on the tem- where £ is the rms velocity component due to plasma motions along the line of sight which occur on a spatial scale much larger than the particle mean free path, but smaller than the path length over which the spectral line is formed. This component includes motions due to turbulence and waves, as well as the effects of differential mass flows along the line of sight (i.e., for lines of sight passing above the solar limb, radial outflows have velocity components toward and away from the observer). Paper II shows that the Lya and white light intensities in the observed region imply that the outflow velocities in the observed region were subsonic for r < 4 R 0 an d that the data are most consistent with a flow in which the velocity increased with radius to a value of ~ 100 km s _1 atr = 4R 0 -The last column in Table 2 gives the hydrogen temperature when the line widths have been corrected for the effects of broadening introduced by a flow of this magnitude. Figure 3 compares the latter empirical hydrogen temperatures with those from a semiempirical two-fluid model. In this model the variation of electron density with radius is given by the empirical relationship derived from the white light observations (from Paper II) : N e = 1.713 x 10 6 r~2-244 + 8.298 x 10 7 r~6-37 .
The electron temperature was assumed to be given by T e =T 0 r -2/7 (3) appropriate for an atmosphere in which all the heating of the electrons occurs at the base of the corona. The electron temperature decreases slowly with increasing radius because of the high thermal conductivity of electrons. For the proton thermal temperature T p we used the energy equation given by Hartle and Sturrock (1968) for a spherically symmetric two-fluid model,
where the number density N = N e = N p , V is the flow velocity, v e is the energy exchange rate between electrons and protons, and k p is the thermal conductivity due to protons. This expression assumes that there is no proton heating (other than by collisional exchanges of energy with electrons) above the base of the corona. Because of the strong coupling between hydrogen atoms and protons, the thermal temperatures of these two particle species (hydrogen atoms and protons) should be the same for the observed region. In order to calculate F(r), we assumed radial geometry and a particle flux of NVr 2 = 1.4 x 10 13 s -1 , which yields V = 100 km s _1 at r = 4 R 0 > as determined in Paper II. Given the adopted densities, geometry, and flow speeds, the only free parameter is the electron temperature at the base of the model, T 0 . In order to provide a boundary condition for this parameter we used the width of the Lya profile at r = 1.5 R q . We assumed that the hydrogen temperature derived from the Lya profile at r = 1.5 R Q , 1.2 x 10 6 K, equaled the proton thermal temperature. By calculating a family of models characterized by different values of T 0 we found that a model with T 0 -1.6 x 10 6 K yielded proton (hydrogen) temperatures that reproduced the measured width of the Lya profile for r = 1.5 Rq. (The resulting calculated profile is nearly identical to the theoretical profile plotted in Fig. 2 .) The proton and electron temperatures for this model are plotted in Figure 3 along with the empirical hydrogen temperatures from the last column of Table 2 . Figure 3 shows that the calculated proton temperature (light solid line) falls off more rapidly with increasing radius than the electron temperature (long-dashed line). Because of the low thermal conductivity of protons and the rapid increase in the electron/proton thermalization time with radius, the proton temperature falls off more nearly adiabatically than the electron temperature. Use of a model with an isothermal electron temperature, or one with T e varying as r 2/7 (as obtained for a conductively dominated atmosphere with electron heating at large distances from the Sun), yields very nearly the same proton temperatures for the assumed boundary condition (width of Lya profile at r = 1.5 Rq)- Figure 3 also shows that the empirical hydrogen kinetic temperature (heavy solid line) falls off more slowly than the calculated proton thermal temperature (light solid line). Because of the strong coupling between the hydrogen atoms and protons, we expect the hydrogen and proton temperatures to be equal. The difference between the observed coronal hydrogen temperature (which is a kinetic temperature) and the calculated proton thermal temperature indicates that the assumed model is inadequate. One way of bringing the calculated (proton) and observed (hydrogen) temperatures into agreement is by increasing the coupling between the electrons and protons so that the proton temperatures are raised to values closer to the electron temperatures. This can be done, for example, by lowering the flow velocity which increases the expansion time relative to the proton/electron thermalization time. Model calculations indicate that flow velocities about a factor of 5 smaller than those used above (i.e., yielding a flow velocity of 20 km s -1 at r = 4 R 0 ) will bring the calculated proton temperature in reasonable agreement with empirical hydrogen temperatures (i.e., within the uncertainty limits of the latter). Given the uncertainties in the flow velocities deduced in Paper II [0 < F(4 R e ) < 160 km s -1 ], we cannot exclude this possibility.
A second way of increasing the proton temperature in the model is through introduction of proton heating in the region between 1.5 and 4 R 0 . Addition of thermal energy by a mechanism with an energy dissipation length L of about 2 R© could explain the observations (assuming F mech oc exp [ -(r -R Q )/Ly]. The required outward energy flux density is ~5 x 10 3 ergs cm -2 s -1 at the solar surface, a flux density which is a few percent of that typically required to heat the corona in coronal holes and quiet regions (see Withbroe and Noyes 1977) . A similar result was obtained from measurements of an unstructured " quiet " region of the solar corona observed during the 1979 flight of the rocket-coronagraphs payload (Withbroe et al. 1982h) .
Another possible explanation for the difference between the empirical hydrogen temperatures and calculated proton thermal temperatures plotted in Figure 3 is that the hydrogen temperatures contain a nonthermal component. For example, energy carried by waves could be contributing to the rms motions of the protons. Alfvén waves have been suggested as a possible source of energy and momentum for plasma heating or solar wind acceleration or both in coronal holes (see, e.g., reviews by Hollweg 1981; Leer, Holzer, and Fla 1982) . For nondissipating Alfvén waves, N 1/2 (ôv 2 } = constant, where Sv is the rms velocity amplitude of the waves. If the rms velocity is specified at one height, then this relationship can be used to calculate Sv at other heights from the known variation of density N with height. The short-dashed line in Figure 3 gives the predicted proton kinetic temperature, ^(kinetic) = ^(thermal) + T A , where the Alfvén contribution to the temperature T a = constant/AT 1/2 . The constant was controlled by the requirement that the adopted proton kinetic temperatures had to reproduce the observed Lya profiles. The resulting calculated profiles were nearly indistinguishable from the theoretical profiles plotted in Figure 2 .
Based on these results and the results of models calculated for different flow speeds [within the limits implied by the results from Paper II, 0 < F(4 R 0 ) < 160 km s _1 ], our analysis suggests that the upper limit to the rms nonthermal velocities in the observed region is 70 ± 20 km s " 1 for r < 4 Rq. As indicated at the beginning of this section, the absolute upper limit is 110 ± 15 km s -1 for 2.8 < r < 4 R Q , under the assumption that the Lya lines are broadened only by nonthermal motions (i.e., assuming T p = 0). In the next section we discuss the implications of these findings on the outflow of energy in the solar wind.
One can also derive a "temperature" from the electron density gradient determined from the white light observations (Munro and Jackson 1977) . The force equation describing the steady-state flow in a spherically symmetric corona can be written as
where P is the gas pressure and pD is the outward force per unit volume on the plasma due possibly to wave-particle interactions (such as acoustic or MHD waves). Integration of equation (5) yields the "effective pressure" H(r), the gas pressure plus additional terms,
which accelerates the plasma in the region between 1.5 and 4 Rq. Although the integration constant cannot be specified without additional information about the plasma, the effective pressure is constrained to be positive if we assume that there is no net decelerative force acting on the outward flow. An extreme lower limit to the effective pressure can be determined by setting H(r = 4.5 R 0 ) = 0.0. From this pressure one can calculate an effective temperature T eff = TlpMJpk, where p is the mean molecular weight and p is the density (g cm ~3).
Figure 4 presents a family of curves for T e ff derived from the adopted electron number densities and flow velocities [corresponding to V(r = 4 R 0 ) = 100 km s" 1 ]. The solutions represented by these curves are distinguished by the choice of a reference effective pressure which was incremented by a value of 9.4 x 10" 6 dyn cm -2 . The lowest curve corresponds to a pressure H = 0 at r = 4.5 R 0 * The uncertainties in the values for T eff , estimated from the uncertainty in the gradient of the empirical electron densities, are illustrated by the error limits plotted on the middle, nearly isothermal curve. In the absence of accelerating forces other than those due to gravity and gas pressure (D = 0), the effective temperature is identical to the mean thermal temperature of the plasma, T ep = (T e + T p )/2. Consequently, we have plotted in Figure 4 as a dashed line the thermal temperatures obtained by using the electron and proton thermal temperatures given in Figure 3 . For comparison we have also plotted (heavy solid line) a temperature Ten -(T e + T u )/2, where T H is the empirical hydrogen temperature given in Figure 3 . We see that the variation with radius of both temperatures, T ep and T eH , are consistent with the derived effec- live temperatures, assuming one chooses an appropriate integration constant. Hence, unlike the polar coronal hole studied by Munro and Jackson (1977) , there is no requirement for significant heating or momentum deposition in the coronal plasma in the observed height range, 1.5 < r < 4 R 0 for the polar region observed in 1980.
IV. CONSTRAINTS ON PLASMA HEATING AND ENERGY OUTFLOW The above results obtained from the analysis of the Lya and white light measurements provide constraints on the energy flux flowing outward in the observed polar region. The equation for the conservation of energy in the solar wind specifies that the sum of the kinetic F K , enthalpy F E , gravitational F G , conductive F c , and mechanical F M energy fluxes is a constant along a flow tube, f 7 K + ^7£ + ^G + ^c + FM -F 0 , or proton (+10%) and electron (+15%) temperatures at r = 1.5 R e , where the electron and proton temperatures are strongly coupled. (An upper limit is obtained because T p < T u , where T H is the temperature measured from the profiles which can be broadened by both thermal and nonthermal motions). The white light data yield the electron density ( + 25%). From the Doppler-dimming measurements (relative intensities of Lya and white light radiations), we have limits on the solar wind velocity parameterized here by the velocity at 4 R 0 ( see Paper II). Thus we can estimate values for the first four terms (kinetic, enthalpy, gravitational, and conductive fluxes) in equation (7). If F m is also known, one can then calculate an upper limit to F 0 , the total energy flux in the solar wind. Table 3 contains the estimated values of the various energy flux densities (J^ = F/r 2 ) for an assumed flow velocity defined by N e Vr 2 = 1.4 x 10 13 (r in units of R ö ), which corresponds to V(r = 4 R q ) = 100 km s" 1 . Note that the kinetic, enthalpy,.and gravitational fluxes, and hence F 0 , depend on the assumed flow velocity (or number flux N e Vr 2 ). 
where k is Boltzmann's constant, V is the flow velocity, G is the gravitational constant, M 0 is the mass of the Sun, M p is the proton mass, radial geometry is assumed, and N p , N e , and N a are the number densities of the electrons, protons, and helium ions. For a helium density N a = 0.065N p (Hirayama 1971) , N p = 0.9N e , and N a = 0.06N e . The measured Lya profiles and semi-empirical model discussed in § III provide estimates for the upper limits to the The results of the analysis in § III can be used to place limits on some forms of the mechanical energy flux F M . If there is extended heating of protons in the corona, then the semiempirical two-fluid model calculations discussed in § III indicate that the dissipation length for proton heating is ~2 R 0 and that the outward energy flux density at 1.5 R 0 1-1 x 10 3 ergs cm -2 s -1 , denoted as ^m p in Table 3 . This assumes that the excess broadening measured in the Lya lines (as compared to the broadening calculated in the two-fluid model) is due to mechanical energy which dissipated primarily in the observed region of the corona (r < 4 R 0 ).
An alternative possibility is that the Lya line profiles are broadened by nonthermal motions produced by turbulence or waves transporting energy through the observed region. The energy flux corresponding to these motions is given by p(ôv 2 }v w r 2 = lAN e M p (ôv 2 )v w r 2 ,
where p is the density (g cm -3 ) and v w is the propagation velocity of the waves. The results discussed in § III show that (ôv 2 y varying approximately as N~1 /2 is consistent with the observations, as would be expected for nondissipating MHD waves propagating at the Alfvén speed v A = B/(4np) 112 , where B is the magnetic field strength. In the solar wind plasma where the magnetic field lines are " frozen in," one expects B to vary as r -2 for radial geometry. The MHD waves could be either fast mode or Alfvén waves, since both yield ôv perpendicular to the field lines. (The magnetic field in the observed region was most likely radial or nearly radial and hence would yield ôv approximately along the line of sight for limb observations such as those discussed here. Wave motions in this direction would broaden the Lya profiles.) Table 3 gives the MHD wave flux J^mhd determined using the empirical values of N e and ôv 2 consistent with the observations. The magnetic field strength was estimated by extrapolation (Bccr~2) from typical solar wind values measured in the ecliptic at 1 AU (from Feldman et al 1977) . The polar magnetic field is poorly known; thus the values of B estimated this way could be in error by a factor of 2, perhaps more.
Comparison of the resulting MHD wave flux with the other energy fluxes indicates that an appreciable amount of the energy flux at r = 1.5 R e could be transported by MHD waves. If so, it appears that the magnitude of this flux can be several times larger than that for the mechanical energy flux F mi , postulated above to heat protons in the observed region of the corona 1.5 Rq < r < 4 R Q (e.g., % 7#^ in Table 3 ). MHD waves are the most likely means by which nonthermal energy is carried to large distances from the solar surface. Such waves could heat either electrons (fast mode waves, see Habbal and Leer 1982) or protons (Alfvén waves, see Hollweg 1981) . Hence, until better information is available, it appears reasonable to assume that an upper limit to the mechanical energy flux for r > 1.5 R Q is given by the upper limit to the estimated MHD wave flux.
The above results can be used to predict what type of solar wind would be observed at the distance of Earth, low-speed or high-speed solar wind. At 1 AU the solar wind is dominated by the kinetic energy flux. From equation (7) we obtain the solar wind velocity at 1 AU, V^KiFo/N^) 1 ' 3 ,
except for a small correction for the energy carried in the enthalpy and gravitational energy fluxes. The parameter iV AU is the proton density at 1 AU (~215 R Q ). Figure 5 illustrates the predicted solar wind velocity at 1 AU as a function of the assumed flow velocity at r = 4 R 0 -The curves were calculated assuming that the densities and temperatures of the solar wind corresponded respectively to those typically measured in lowspeed ( Fig. 5a ) and high-speed (Fig. 5b ) solar wind in the ecliptic. The relevant parameters were obtained from the review by Feldman et al. (1977) . As Paper II shows, the Dopplerdimming results indicate that 0 < V(4 R e ) < 160 km s' 1 with a most likely value of ~ 100 km s~1 ; hence this range of velocities is plotted along the abscissa. The solid curves were calculated assuming that the mechanical energy flux for r > 1.5 R 0 was dissipated in the observed region of the corona via proton heating (e.g., in Table 3 ). The long-dashed curves assumed that the mechanical energy flux was in the form of MHD waves (^ MHD in Table 3 ) which accelerate the solar wind at large distances from the Sun (see reviews by Hollweg 1981; Leer, Holzer, and Fla 1982) . The uncertainty limits plotted on the curves were calculated from the estimated uncertainties in the various parameters required to calculate the various fluxes. For the uncertainties in the densities at 1 AU we used the appropriate empirically derived 1 a values given by Feldman et al. (1977) . We also used the Feldman et al. values for the solar wind magnetic field strengths to estimate the range of acceptable magnetic field strengths in the corona.
The mean measured solar wind velocities of low-speed (337 km s -1 ) and high-speed (685 km s -1 ) solar wind and approximate 1 a range estimated from data given by Feldman et al. (1977) and Schwenn (1983) are plotted (short-dashed lines) in Figure 5 for comparison with the velocities calculated from the model. The predictions with the extended proton heating in the corona (solid curves) yield flow velocities at 1 AU somewhat lower than typically observed for both graphs in Figure 5 . Better agreement is obtained with the curves (dashed) calculated assuming that a flux of Alfvén waves is present which eventually gives up its energy to accelerate the flow to higher velocities than would otherwise be achieved. The predicted flow velocities at 1 AU are most consistent with the polar region having been a source of low-speed wind. This is consistent with determinations of solar wind velocities far from the Sun via radio scintillation techniques which yield low speeds (300-400 km s -1 ) at high latitudes (±60°) during the 1979-1980 solar maximum (Rickett and Coles 1983). However, given the magnitude of the uncertainties in the predicted flow velocities in Figure 5 , we cannot exclude the possibility that the observed region was a source of high-speed solar wind. Note that we have assumed that solar wind parameters measured in the ecliptic are applicable to flows from polar regions. Reliable in situ measurements of the polar solar wind will not be available until a spacecraft is flown over the solar poles (e.g., Ulysses mission, formerly known as the International Solar Polar Mission, in 1989 Mission, in -1990 . It would be very exciting to obtain Lya and white light observations in the polar regions when Ulysses is sampling in situ the solar wind originating there. The Spartan 201 payload currently under development for flight on the Shuttle is designed to acquire this type of coronal data .
Clearly, additional measurements are needed if we are to obtain tight constraints on the energetics of the solar wind flow in the coronal acceleration region. Of particular interest are: (1) measurements of the electron temperature (rather than estimates derived under the assumption that T e ae 7], at r = 1.5 Rq), (2) improved limits on flow velocities in the corona, (3) measurements of the strength of the coronal magnetic field, The solid curves were calculated assuming that F M was determined by the energy flux needed for extended heating of protons in the corona (F mp ); the long-dashed curves were calculated assuming that F M = F MHD . For Fig. 5a (5b) the outflow was assumed to yield solar wind at 1 AU with densities and temperatures characteristic of low-speed (high-speed) wind. The horizontal short-dashed lines give the mean measured solar wind velocities at 1 AU. The estimated uncertainties in the various curves are indicated by the appropriate error bars. and (4) more information on the magnitude and causes of nonthermal motions. Spectroscopic techniques have been identified which can significantly improve empirical constraints on these parameters (e.g., Bommier and Sahal-Brechot 1982; Kohl and Withbroe 1982; Withbroe et al 1982a; Kohl et al. 1983) . Some of these techniques will be tested on an upcoming (1986) flight of Spartan 201. More extensive measurements are expected to be acquired later with the proposed Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO). Ultimately, substantially more powerful instrumentation is desired, such as the proposed Pinhole/Occulter Facility. This facility is designed to include large-aperture coronagraphic instruments with the high sensitivity required to make detailed EUV, UV, and white light spectroscopic measurements of the inner and outer corona (Hudson et al. 1981 ).
V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER CORONAL REGIONS
It is interesting to compare the characteristics of the polar region observed in 1980 with those of "quiet" regions and " classic " coronal holes. The temperatures (hydrogen, electron, and proton) determined for the 1980 polar region are systematically lower than those determined for an unstructured quiet region of the corona observed in our 1979 rocket flight (see Kohl et al. 1980; Withbroe et al. 1982h) . For the 1980 polar region we have T h & T e & T p & 1.4 x 10 6 K for r = 1.5 R 0 , compared to the corresponding value of 2.5 x 10 6 K for the unstructured "quiet" corona. The Lyoe intensities are also smaller in the 1980 polar region, by a factor of 1.5. As indicated in § II, the electron densities in the observed 1980 region are systematically lower than in quiet regions, by about a factor of 2, but larger by a factor of 3 than those in " classic " coronal holes. In order to obtain further information about the nature of the observed polar region, we extrapolated our temperature/ density model for this region down to the base of the corona and calculated the X-ray brightness and disk intensities of several coronal EUV lines. The extrapolation was done by constructing models with temperature gradients bounded by the requirements (1) that the maximum temperature between r = 1 and 1.5 R e be ~1.4 x 10 6 (as inferred from the Lya profiles and high thermal conductivity of the corona), and (2) that the downward conductive flux fall between values which have been determined for quiet regions and coronal holes (5 x 10 4 < F c < 2 x 10 6 ergs cm -2 s -1 , see Withbroe and Noyes 1976; Mariska 1978) . Hydrostatic equilibrium was assumed, and the densities in the models were constrained by the requirement to match the empirical values for r > 1.5 R 0 . The predicted X-ray brightness (corresponding to the Skylab S054 telescope filter 3) for the polar region is a factor of 5-8 smaller than the quiet Sun, while measurements in large coronal holes by Maxson and Vaiana (1977) yielded an X-ray brightness a factor of about 10 smaller than quiet regions. The predicted Mg x emission, a factor of 3-5 below that of the quiet Sun, while low, is not as small as measured in " classic " coronal holes such as the 1973 polar coronal hole studied by Munro and Jackson (1977) and by Mariska (1978) and large equatorial coronal holes (Vernazza and Reeves 1978; Munro and Withbroe 1972; Mariska 1978) which have been associated with high-speed solar wind streams (cf. review by Zirker 1981, and references cited therein). These "classic" coronal holes have Mg x intensities which are typically a factor of 20 smaller than the quiet Sun. The extremely low Si xn emission predicted by the model, a factor of 20-100 smaller than intensities typically observed in quiet regions of the corona, is consistent with the Fe xiv observations mentioned above which suggest that there was a coronal hole at the South Pole in 1980.
Hence, we have a feature with many of the characteristics of " classic " coronal holes but with somewhat larger densities. In addition, the geometry appears to be more nearly radial (for r > 1.5 R 0 ) than the large rapidly diverging (with increasing radius) polar coronal hole studied by Munro and Jackson (1977) . If the high velocities (inferred by assuming a mass flux equal to that observed in the ecliptic at 1 AU) given in the Munro-Jackson coronal hole model are correct (V ae 300 km s -1 at r = 4 Rq\ then the 1980 polar coronal hole has significantly lower coronal flow velocities (by a factor of ~ 3). Thus, the observations of the 1980 polar region suggest the possibility that all coronal holes are not the same and that coronal holes can have significantly different geometries, densities, temperatures, and flow velocities in the solar wind acceleration region between 1 and 4 solar radii from Sun center.
VI. SUMMARY Measurements of the profiles of resonantly scattered hydrogen Lya radiation have been used to determine hydrogen kinetic temperatures from 1.5 to 4 R 0 in a polar region of the corona observed in 1980 at solar maximum. Hydrogen temperatures derived from the line profiles decrease with height from 1.2 x 10 6 K at r = 1.5 R© to 0.6 x 10 6 K at r = 4 R 0 . Comparison of the measured kinetic temperatures to the predictions of a simple two-fluid model suggests that there was a small amount of proton heating or nonthermal contribution or both to the motions of coronal protons between 1.5 and 4 R© in the observed region.
The widths of the line profiles place limits on the magnitude of the rms velocities caused by mass motions in the direction of the line of sight, motions caused, for example, by turbulence or waves or both. If the Lya line is broadened only by nonthermal motions, the upper limit is 110 ± 15 km s -1 for 2.8 < r < 4 R q . If the effect of line broadening by thermal motions is included, the upper limit on the magnitude of nonthermal rms velocities is 70 ± 20 km s -1 , when the magnitude of the thermal motions is calculated for a two-fluid model with a boundary temperature of 1.2 x 10 6 K at r = 1.5 R Q . The shapes of the measured line profiles, which are nearly Gaussian, place a constraint on the spectrum of any turbulent or wave motions present in the observed region between 1.5 and 4R 0 .
The outward energy flux in the region, including the mechanical energy flux contributed by MHD waves, was estimated and used to predict flow velocities at 1 AU. If densities typically measured in situ in the solar wind near the ecliptic are applicable to polar flows, then the observed polar region is more likely to have been a source of low-speed than high-speed wind. The flow velocities calculated with the model containing a significant energy contribution by MHD waves are in best agreement with typical velocities measured at 1 AU in the ecliptic.
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APPENDIX LYMAN-ALPHA DISK INTENSITIES AND CORRECTION FOR GEOCORONAL ABSORPTION/EMISSION
The geocoronal component of Lya is caused by absorption and emission by the geocoronal hydrogen between the rocket payload and the Sun. The scattering of Lya radiation in the terrestrial atmosphere was evaluated using the theoretical model given by Meier (1969) and optical depths determined from Jacchia's (1977) (integrated across the geocoronal line) is 1.5 ± 0.6 x 10 9 photons cm -2 s -1 sr _1 . The upper and lower limits result from the uncertainty in the adopted Lya flux from the solar disk ( + 30%) and the uncertainties in the geocoronal model (±25%). The solar Lya flux at the center of the Lya line, which is scattered by the hydrogen atoms in the geocorona to produce the geocoronal emission, was determined using a relationship between the Lya flux at line center and the 10.7 cm radio flux from the Sun. This relation was determined from OSO 5 measurements by Vidal-Madjar and Phissamay (1980) .
In order to obtain additional empirical constraints on the magnitude of the geocoronal emission, we made use of our rocket measurements at p = 3.5 R e , where the geocoronal contribution is expected to be largest due to the weakness of the solar emission (cf. Withbroe et al. 1982a) . Figure 6a compares the measured Lya profile at p = 3.5 and calculated geocoronal profiles corresponding to geocoronal intensities of 0.9 x 10 9 , 1.5 x 10 9 , and 2.1 x 10 9 photons cm -2 s -1 sr -1 . The narrow geocoronal profiles plotted in Figure 6a (Doppler width = 0.019 Â) have been convolved with the instrumental slit function (FWHM = 0.35 Â), and an appropriate sliding mean taken for comparison with the observations. All the calculated geocoronal profiles have widths significantly smaller than the observed profile, indicating that a significant fraction of the emission at p = 3.5 is of solar origin. If one assumes that all the emission in the core of the measured profile is due to the geocorona, one obtains an upper limit to the intensity of the geocorona, 1.9 x 10 9 photons cm -2 s -1 sr -1 . However, this would yield a solar profile which has a central reversal or consists of two profiles Doppler-shifted approximately ±0.4 Â from line center. The corona is too optically thin in Lya to produce central reversals, and there is no observational evidence for inhomogeneities that are likely to produce the latter (see Paper II). A more likely possibility is that the geocoronal emission is smaller than 1.9 x 10 9 photons cm -2 s -1 sr -1 . For geocoronal emissions within the range predicted by the model, the best fit to the observations is obtained for a geocoronal model corresponding to the lower limit of the predictions, 0.9 x 10 9 photons cm -2 s -1 sr -1 . This is illustrated in Figures 6b and 6c , which show the fits of theoretical profiles (combined solar and geocoronal components) corresponding to a geocoronal emission of 1.5 x 10 9 ( Fig. 6b ) and 0.9 x 10 9 ( Fig. 6c ) photons cm -2 s -1 sr -1 . The profile in Figure 6b is too narrow. Changing the assumed width of the solar component has little effect on the half-width of the calculated profile and makes the agreement between the central intensity or wings or both worse than illustrated in Figure 6b . The fit using the smaller geocoronal component gives superior agreement with the observations (see Fig. 6c ). These results are evidence that the geocoronal emission is a factor of ~ 1.7 smaller than the predicted value, but within the estimated uncertainty of the latter.
A comparison of the measured Lya emission from the corona with that calculated using the electron densities derived from the white light observations yields a factor of a similar magnitude. The calculated Lya intensity at r = 1.5 R 0 is a factor of 1.7 times larger than the observed value. Since the total uncertainty (1 a) in the relative intensities of the measured and calculated Lya emissions is estimated to be 50% (see Table 4 ), a difference of 70% (1.4 a) between the predicted and observed intensities is not surprising.
A major source of uncertainty in the calculated geocoronal and solar coronal intensities is the assumed Lya flux from the solar disk, which is estimated to be accurate to only 30% (Vidal-Madjar 1977) . In future observations we plan to eliminate this source of uncertainty (and that due to the UV photometric calibration) by measuring the Lya flux from the disk with the same instrument used to measure the coronal Lya radiation.
